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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are creating an outdoor bridge link that spans more than
1000 yards. Which one of the following antenna types is more
likely to be included in the design?
A. Yagi
B. Patch
C. Panel

D. Omni
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When implementing disk encryption on an existing IBM TS7700,
which action does a client need to take for the existing
virtual volumes to be encrypted after the encryption feature is
enabled?
A. The copy refresh command must be issued for each of the
existing volumes.
B. The customer must assign existing virtual volumes with a new
encryption policy.
C. Any existing volumes will have to expire and be reused
before being encrypted.
D. No additional customer action is required once encryption is
enabled.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
An encryption policy configuration is the set of rules, or
policies, that specify which volumes are to be encrypted.
References:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S7005315&amp
;aid=1 IBM TS7700 Version 4 Release 1, Introduction and
Planning Guide, page 123

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement regarding System Manager (SMGR) and Pod Fx is
true?
A. SMGR must be deployed in a Primary-Secondary pair in Pod Fx.
B. SMGR is the first Aura application that needs to be started
by the Pod Fx
Implementation team.
C. SMGR only manages the software components of Pod Fx.
D. SMGR is a mandatory component of Pod Fx.
Answer: D
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